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Cengage Learning, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Mixing Engineer's
Handbook (3rd Revised edition), Bobby Owsinski, Thanks to the revolution in affordable recording
and mixing technology, more music is being written, produced, and mixed today than ever before.
The mixer's art is now a unique blend of time-tested principles and skillful technique using the latest
high-tech tools. If you're ready to learn today's art of mixing, this is the book for you. The Mixing
Engineer's Handbook, 3rd Edition, is the latest update of the most popular book on audio mixing
ever written (more than 150,000 copies sold). Popular producer/engineer, author, and teacher
Bobby Owsinski covers all the fundamentals, breaking the mixing process down into easily
understandable elements. He covers the things you need to know most, including the variety of
mixing styles, the six elements of a mix, the rules for arrangement, and how to build a mix. You'll
also learn the secrets of equalization and "magic frequencies," along with easy-to-grasp methods
for adding effects, EQ'ing reverbs, sonic layering, calculating delay time, and much more. In
addition to the solid instruction in today's mixing principles, you'll also find great advice in Bobby's
interviews with top mixing engineers and...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential study ebook. It is among the most remarkable book i have got read through. You will like how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Jessie Ra u
Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Jor dy K ihn
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